The Conspiracy
by Dr. Oren Fenton Potito
World War I was not, as generally believed, the result of only the natural interplay of the
ambitions of the Great Powers and of growing nationalism. Generalities and abstractions
are not sufficient to cause wars; wars are brought on by the actions of men. In both world
wars, these actions were deliberately calculated to bring on war with all its misery and
suffering. The purpose of those who brought on the First World War was two-fold: first,
the war by its own momentum would open huge cracks in the foundation of Western
Civilization by destroying the soundest values and most stable institutions in our
civilization. Second, the peace conferences following the war would be used to intensiiy
the upheaval and to provide the foundation of a world-wide empire, to be built first on the
ruins of all European empires and of the Christian civilization they had spread over the
entire globe, and later on the ruins of the United States. Who were these men, and what
was their goal?
They were and are a tightly knit clique of jewish conspirators who have been and are
made up of, and recruited from, the very top financial, economic, educational and
political levels of each country in which they operate. The ultimate goal of this jewish
conspiracy is the absolute domination of the entire world to be accomplished by the
destruction of civilization through the merging of all nationalities and races into one
people under one government; the abolition of all private property; the destruction of all
religion except judaism; and the abrogation of all morality. The immediate goal of each
generation of these yiddish conspirators was the reward power, wealth and fame, which
they received by advancing the final goal. The makeup and purpose of the conspiracy
were explicitly defined by its founder, a jew, Adam Weishaupt, and embodied in his
organization, the Order of Illuminati, founded May 1, 1776. The Illuminati was strong
enough by 1789 to play a major role in planning and precipitating the French Revolution,
and members of the Order held power in France for about six years openly. After 1795
the Illuminati went completely underground, and the secret of their existence became the
fundamental law of the Order.
But despite the strict secrecy the conspiracy maintained, we do have a considerable
amount of information about its activities between 1795 and 1917 when its principle aim,
Communism erupted in Russia. A chief agent of the Illuminati, Joseph Fouche, a French
jew, was responsible for placing a member of the Order, Jean Baptiste Bernadotte, a
proselyte, on the throne of Sweden. It was an agency or ally of the conspiracy, the League
of Just Men, which hired Karl Marx, a Rabbi's son, whose real name was Moses
Mordecai Levy, to write the Communist Manifesto which is based on the jewish Holy
Book, the Talmud. This group, which was renamed the League of Communists, was a
major factor in bringing about uprisings throughout Europe in 1848. The conspiracy
played a more important role in organizing the Italian Revolution, directed by the jew
who infiltrated and mislead Masonry, Albert Pike, and also, the Juarezista Revolution in
Mexico in the 1860's. Both the assassination of Czar Alexander II and the Haymarket
Riot in Chicago were the work of related agencies of the conspiracy. In fact, throughout
the last half of the Nineteenth Century, the jewish Order of Illuminati used Communists,
socialists, anarchists, and numerous other groups and subsidiaries to advance its goals and

solidify its position in nearly every nation.
By 1914 the jews had sufficient power and influence to precipitate World War I. At this
point it was not necessary for the Order to be able to control every action in the war. The
war itself, by its very nature, served many purposes of the jews. They only needed to
direct it to the desired conclusion, which they had the ability to do; and when this
occurred with the armistice, they held the control of the peace conferences. The war had
so weakened Russia that the jew Trotsky, whose real name was Bronstein, and a band of
vicious jewish criminals, financed and directed by their yiddish brethren throughout
Europe and in the United States, were able to seize power replacing the truly progressive
government of Nicholas with reactionary jewish Bolshevism. The peace conference
opened the way for the communization of Europe, and the League of Nations, to which it
gave birth, was meant to further the goals of the conspiracy through the activities of its
clique of "illuminated' or Fabian diplomats. Although the refusal of America to join the
League ruined its planned effectiveness, the League still served many useful purposes,
not the least being as a forerunner of the United Nations.
World War II should have been a war and crusade against the jew communist beast, but it
became a struggle between Christian countries. Hitler himself never wanted a war in the
West and his great goal, as events demonstrate, was the destruction of the Soviet Union.
Communism was saved and made victorious in great part because of the conspiracy's
diplomatic successes in 1936. After the assassination in 1934 of King Alexander of
Yugoslavia, the greatest obstacle to the Barthou-Titulescu-Benes plan to encircle
Germany, the balance of power between the anti-communists and the pro-communists
was thrown to the Left. The Western anti-Communist leaders had supported a
quadripartite pact proposed by Mussolini which would have been a renewal of the Pact of
Locarno and which was, in reality, meant for the common defense of Europe against
Soviet Russia. The pact included the Western allies of World War I and Germany, and it
would have established an anti-Communist core in Europe. But although all parties
signed it, the treaty never came into force because it was not ratified by the jew controlled
French Parliament. It was quite another arrangement which finally triumphed the jewish
inspired pact of military alliance between France, Czecho-Slovokia and Soviet Russia
ratified in 1936 and the major cause of the disaster to come. It introduced Russia into the
mainstream of Western diplomacy, perfected the encirclement of Germany, and instead
of protecting Europe from the Soviets, it protected the Soviets from Christian Germany's
growing military might.
But the pact with Soviet Russia was going to be of absolutely no benefit to France or
Czecho-Slovakia, and would probably never have been ratified by the French Parliament,
unless a route could be found to enable the Red Army to join in any conflict that might
arise between France or Czecho-Slovakia with Germany. The Christian leaders of Poland
and the Baltic states stubbornly refused to permit such passage under any pretext.
The effects of the Franco-Soviet and Czecho-Soviet treaties were immediate. Germany
was surrounded and desperately needed to adjust the balance of power, and Germany
needed to protect itself on its western and southern borders. Therefore Germany
reoccupied the Rhineland, on the basis that the Franco-Soviet alliance invalidated the
Pact of Locarno. Germany proclaimed the Anschluss with Austria to the general
enthusiasm of the population, and when submitted for approval to the people of Greater

Germany, it was approved by 99.08% of the voters. Germany demanded the return to
Greater Germany of the three and a half million Germans, which the Versailles Treaty
had incorporated, after the Austrian Empire was dismembered, into Czecho-Slovakia.
Contrary to popular belief, sanity won out for a moment at Munich, and after years of
harassment and treachery on the part of the jewish government in Prague, what was
probably the best possible arrangement was agreed to by the Big Powers. But all was for
nought; the jews pulling the strings soon had the very men who saved Europe in 1938
destroy it in 1939. Germany had been maneuvered into a trap, which would be sprung by
the hopeless Polish problem. The Polish Crisis was hopeless not because the
disagreement between Germany and Poland was so great, the issue involved was chiefly a
a matter of border adjustments, or because of an ancient national enmity for Germany and
Poland had in recent years enjoyed excellent relations. The problem was made hopeless
by the intervention of jewish controlled diplomats, who constantly advised and told the
Polish not to negotiate and by Poles such as Marshal Smigly-Rydz, who threw their
country into a war she could not possibly win. Germany was forced into a war against the
West because the leaders of Western Europe made all other courses of action impossible.
Germany did not sign the non-aggression pact with Soviet Russia in order to be free to
conquer the West. The pact was an EXPEDIENT and NOTHING MORE! Its purpose
was to secure Germany's rear position in order to be free to destroy jewish communism in
Russia when the time came. Hitler abhorred the idea of a two front war. It is ironic, and
sad, that he had to conquer the West in order to fight the communist East. When war
came, England and France did nothing to help Poland. At no moment were the solicitudes
shown by the Western Powers and the vain guarantees they offered Poland motivated by
any real intention to save her integrity and her independence. On the contrary, as far as
the jews were concerned, Poland was sacrificed even before the beginning of the armed
conflict.
With the fall of Poland, France was released from any obligation to continue the war,
which she had not even fought, and she could have reached a satisfactory settlement with
Germany. But the same leaders who had pushed Poland over the brink now threw their
own nation into defeat. The onslaught came on May 10, 1940 and by June 14, 1940 the
war for France was over. Now Hitler began to prepare his war against Russia; he refused
to first eliminate a fellow Saxon nation as England was, and did not consider another
member nation of the House of Israel, the United States a threat. (Germany represents the
tribe of Judah). When the Germans invaded Russia, they could hove wiped communism
off the map. That they failed was due to jewish control of the governments of the West,
and also, to the jewish agents hidden high in their own government, but by far the major
factor causing Germany's defeat was the listening to Satanic jews by us here in the United
States and sticking our noses into a fight which was none of our business! If we had not
sent our troops and supplies to win the war for the communists, Hitler would have won
and destroyed communism in the 1940's and our boys would not be dying all over the
world today to please the JEWS!
The final ground work for the destruction of Germany and the victory (temporary) of
judaism was laid between the summer of 1940 and the close of 1941. At this time the
German General on the Eastern front was a communist agent. Instead of welcoming the
millions of anti-communist Russians who were surrendering and offering to help the
Germans destroy communism, he had them taken prisoner. Unknown to Hitler, these

actions were against his orders. The Generals name was von Paulis. He was a JEW! How
did his jewishness escape being detected by the Nazis? Hitler made a very great mistake
in believing the jews to be a race, and because of this he thought all he had to do was
have the racial background of a person checked for a number of generations and if no
jews were found in the family tree, the person was cleared. In this way many jews
escaped detection and some worked their way into important positions, unknown to Hitler.
The Bible says: "As a man thinks, so is he!" The jews are NOT A RACE! There are black
jews, yellow jews, white jews, etc. The jews are a religion and must be detected by their
beliefs and actions as well as their racial background. This mistake was a big factor in
causing the defeat of Germany. Another example was Admiral Canaris, head of the
German Intellrgence Service. His real name was Meyerbeer. HE WAS A JEW! As
important as all these points are, Germany would still have won the war against
communism but for one thing .... The United States came into the war and won it for the
communists. We have been paying for that mistake ever since! When the war started
Stalin had some 12 million men and he massed at least four and a half million in the
western frontier area, more than a million and a half men than made up the German attack
forces, but the German military as usual, was far superior, as they were thousands of
years ago when they led the armies of Israel against Jericho with Joshua as their
commander. (The Germans are the descendants of the Tribe of Judah). Because of this
fact the communists fled in every direction. Many Russian units surrendered in order to
join with Hitler. It was only after the Wehrmacht was forced to refuse help from these
Russians and imprisoned them on orders from von Paulis that they stopped trying to help
Hitler and began fighting to their last breath. Also the Kremlin could depend on its hidden
jewish friends in Germany for information. The flow of intelligence data from various
sources continued throughout the war. Soviet agent Alexander Rado, in Switzerland was
able to advise Moscow of decisions of the German High Command within forty-eight
hours after they were made. The jewish source was hidden on the German General Staff.
In this light the statements of Hitler to the effect that the war was being lost by treason do
not sound like the ravings of a "drug eater". He became aware that he was being lied to.
For in his charges of treason, Hitler was correct: Germany's war against Russia was not
lost at Stalingrad by his troops, it was lost in Berlin by jewish spy's and German traitors.
(Take note Americans, Washington is loaded with jews and you will never win another
war against the communists until you throw them out!) The war against communist
Russia was a crusade to save White Christian Civilization from destruction by jewish
communism. The men who fought and died in the struggle in the East have been
condemned, partly because they lost, but the soundness of their fear of jewish
communism has been borne out by history.
World War II was brought on and concluded according to a deliberate plan developed and
carried out by a conspiracy of a small, centrally directed group of jews high in the
governments of nearly every nation. That the jews intended to deliver all of Eastern
Europe to communism is made clear by their activities as the war came to a close. After
Stalingrad, the possibilities of a German victory in Russia were nearly ruined, but the war
was by no means over. As the German and allied armies pulled back towards the West,
they desperately attempted to form a line of resistance to the communist onslaught; once
such a defensive line was formed two courses of action would become available. The first
one, and the one on which Hitler based his strategy, was to hold all possible points in the

East in the belief that it was only a matter of time before the United States and Britain
would stop listening to the jews and come to see communism as their real enemy. Hitler
would have then signed a seperate peace with the West, and with the aid of his new allies
he would hove mounted a great counteroffensive which would totally crush the
communist army. As late as March 1945 German troops were ordered to hold, at all costs,
bridgeheads across the Oder because they would be needed as launching points for the
joint attack. Now you know the real reason why Hitler ordered his men to fight to the last,
even in the streets of Berlin, not because he or they were crazy fanatics as the rotten jews
have been telling you ever since the war ended. They were HEROES and were actually
fighting for us and CHRISTIAN civilization while we were helping the KILLERS OF
CHRIST!!!
Although the jews would never have allowed the Allies to consider such an arrangement,
at least the Germans were thinking right even if we were not. The second possibility
provided by a stabilized line of defense from the communist hordes offered to the
Western powers an opportunity to save Eastern Europe even without accepting Germany
as an ally. Those who fought and died to form this line of defense for us, and to permit,
thereby, the penetration of Western armies deep into the East fought and died in vain,
unless we do something to make up for the sins we commited Remember, ALMIGHTY
GOD IS HOLDING US RESPONSIBLE, and that is why America is in such great
trouble today!
The Western Powers, conforming to the pre-established plans of the jews, had decided as
early as the conferences at Quebec and Teheran to allow the communist hordes to
advance up to Berlin, Prague and Vienna and had consented to abondon eleven European
countries as prey for the communist jewish behemouth. The Western Allies had thus
refused to take advantage of this opportunity to save millions of innocent Christian
peoples from brutal slavery. Instead they halted at the Elbe.
How complete was the subservience of Washington and London to the wishes of the jews
become absolutely clear in February 1945. Hitler sent a message to Mihailovich, the
heroic leader of the Chetniks of Yugoslavia, to be relayed to the British. Hitler offered to
withdraw all German troops from the Balkans if the United States and England would
agree to start occupying the abandoned area within twenty-four hours; after the West had
completely occupied the Balkans, Germany would withdraw from Hungary and
Czecho-Slovakia, again on the condition that the West fill the vacuum. The jew led Allies
refused even to consider the proposal, telling Mihailovich to have the Germans MAKE
THEIR OFFER TO THE COMMUNISTS!!!
The war ended with Germany smashed in half; occupied by the communists, with Estonia,
Lithuania, Latvia, Poland, Czecho-Slovakia, Hungary, Rumania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia
and Albania under jewish rule, and with only communism victorious. Those military or
civilian leaders who had opposed communism for so long were executed, imprisoned or
forced into exile. Let this paper provide a stern lesson for those who today believe that
they can reach an accommodation with the communists. Remember the "Liberals", the
appeasers, and the non-communists, who had opposed the war against the Soviet Union,
had sabotaged the war effort, and had betrayed their own country into communist-jewish
hands, were among the FIRST to be victimized by the talmudic beast. They too were
EXECUTED, IMPRISONED or forced into exile ... not with the knowledge that they had

fought to the end against their nation's implacable enemy, the JEWS, but with the
indelible stain of having helped in the defeat of their own country!
The warning is clear and, if it is not heeded, the United States too will suffer the fate it
allowed to befall so many millions of their fellow Christian Israelites. But this time there
will not even be a place of exile!
AMERICANS, WAKE UP AND FIGHT JEWISH COMMUNISM ... WHILE YOU
STILL HAVE TIME!!!

